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Abstract
The Mediterranean corridor is experiencing the
largest refugee migration in recent history. More
than 35,000 people are in search of economic or
political relief, and more are projected to arrive
[1]. This migrant crisis poses unique issues that
point to a need for a strategic and potentially largescale approach to provide shelter and resource
independence. As the oldest sustainable
architecture, planning, research and education
organization in the U.S., Center for Maximum
Potential Building Systems uses strategic alliances
along with green manufacturing protocols to create
healthy building practices. With international
experience in such issues, yet with no presence in
these particular areas of the world, we propose a
daring experiment potentially at a grand scale. The
approach consists of a multi-use sustainable
building system, sPOD (provisional patent
#62/607,232) that is part of a new concept for a
repurposed shipping pallet. Engineering,
manufacturing and distribution methods are
embedded to develop strategic alliances
throughout the chain of custody including an
organic byproduct at end of life to enhance and
rebuild soils. sPOD is calibrated to be useful in four
disaster mitigation areas: 1) a fast, distributed
delivery / manufacture based on rapidly renewable
materials; 2) a sophisticated light weight modular
high strength shelter system module that can be
adapted from tent size structures to whole building
complexes; 3) an equally diverse set of green
infrastructure uses from paving, water collection
and wastewater systems, intensive food production,
and a variety of green energy support methods; and
4) an interior furniture system from chairs, tables,
beds, and desks to room dividers. Each of these
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emanates from the disassembly / reuse process.
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The Issue
Environmental, political, religious, and other
migrant populations contribute to a growing
humanitarian crisis addressed by both the
United Nations and the European Union at
large.Countries bordering the Mediterranean
Sea have been especially impacted by migrants
fleeing these conditions, with over 1 million
people fleeing into Southern Europe in 2015 [2].
Though this number has lessened in recent
years, the demand for entry into Europe hasn’t
changed, and the continual influx of people
continues to impact countries such as Greece,
Italy, and Spain [3]. Figure 1 displays the hubs
for migrant arrival and transportation
networks to holding camps. Upon arrival, these
at-risk groups require potable water, food,
shelter, and other humanitarian necessities.
These basic functions of survival are often
difficult to collect and distribute by national
emergency organizations due to the sheerscale
of the problem. Globally, this number increases
to 220+ million people. The burden for how to
provide for these migrant populations remains.
How we respond to these global and
regionalized migrant populations is key to our
planet’s human and environmental future.Top
down verses bottom up planning is no longer
an argument in cases where both are necessary
to overcome the immensity of the problem. The
life support needs required by at risk
populations should go a step beyond shelter

Fig.1- Location of Migrant Camps and Arrival Sites [4]
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and needs to address green infrastructure as
much as green superstructure. Humans of all
cultures and nationalities have one common
resource: human intelligence and the ability to
be creative, active and possess a sense of selfworth. Societies depend on the power of
positive deviance represented in the bravery of
these people to find a new opportunity after
they have endured great risk.These individuals
and communities of people in their quest to
find new ground is a window towards a
profoundopportunity to foster sustainability
beyond these instances themselves and
perhaps to help change society in general
towards a sustainable future.
The sPOD open source tool kit of parts is
powerful enough to supply the basics, but open
enough that it fosters further innovation
through feedback and self-learning. Seed POD
(sPOD) incorporates several components, such
as artificial intelligence, augmented reality, and
do it yourself feedback (AI-AR-DIY); a crowd
sourced knowledge learning platform is in each
part of the sPOD kit in order to sharenew
solutions emanating from the basic vocabulary
provided.
Strategy
A) Using nature as our model
sPOD, as with nature’s seed pods, is spread
worldwide utilizing air, water, and land
corridors. We both protect and disseminate
acarefully designed and human engineered
package that can literally be the seeds for
community building and rebuilding. The
combination of components enables unusually
strong and efficient shelter options and a
supportive landscape infrastructure that
provides food, water, shade, waste treatment,
energy, and other benefits. Similar to nature,
sPODS are able to be transported by
landports,seaports,and airports, (Table 1) and
use these landing points for dispersal to nearby
migrant camps and other at-risk areas of the
world through literally piggy backing onto the
highly successful shipping pallet industry
(Figure 2). Our redesigned pallet, when
dismantled or used as is, can transform how
safe shelter is conceived while using the unique
double use weight and sizeas a second life
building block that is ergonomically and
environmentally superior to options currently
on the market. To accomplish this, we partner
with a myriad of on the ground NGOs who
possess skills and knowledge to facilitate the
deployment and proper use of this tool kit as
both a lifesaving program and a sustainability
platform.
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Table 1 - Seed Pod Types in Nature and Human Transport Methods in Relation with Air Transport and
Trucking

B) Setting a Context for Living System
Survival
Where populations at risk are situated is often
politically motivated and has little to do with
choosing good site locations. It is paramount
therefore for usto understand the range of
issues that might be confronted from the
perspectives of (1) climate change, (2)
humanhealth, and (3) ecological health. These
contextual parameters
parameters varyfrom one location to
another. Thisknowledge establishes the first
precautionary step to resettlement. This
inventory of conditions is shown spatially for
the Mediterranean region.These spatial
criteriaare divided into the three conditions
and are as
a follows.
C) Setting a context for a sustainable
economy
The partial intent of sPOD is to support and
revitalize local regional and global economic
activies
es
At the local level,, the intent is to support basic
trades such as plumbing, electrical, masonry,
andartistic craft by designing sPOD to become
an armature that takes advantage of and
promotes theseskills.
theseskills At the regional level
level,
support comes fromconnection to a local
ecosystem of enterprises that supply the
products used by the skilled workforce in an
environmentally benign/regenerative
benign/regenerative fashion
using green building protocols appropriate to a
given region. At the global level, sPOD
supports the green economy primarily by
supplying a model for how eco-industrial
eco industrial
networks can be established in any region with
the final life cycle
cycle outcome supporting nature’s
economy, also referred to as circular
economy,with sPOD following “cradle to cradle”
and other protocols, and by creating the basis
for soil microbiota to be revitalized via sPOD
core material constituted of carbonized
biofoam,
oam, with biochar as the resulting by
product.
D) Creating the basis for multiple solution
sets
The sPOD vocabulary of partsmirrors how the
prepared camper readies for the
unpredictability ofthe wilderness. To do this,
we use the Swiss Army knife or Leatherman as
another metaphor. Both of these
possessmultiple ingenious, multiuse functions
in ways that the user’s ingenuity can expand
upon. Thus, the sPOD tool kit is designed to be
the Swiss Army knife of redevelopment. The
tool kit possesses similar open-ended
open ended solutions
while supplying a basic set
set of building blocks
for immediate action,especially under the
conditions of migrant populations and the need

Fig.2 – Major Sea Ports Coincident to Disaster
Zones

1) Climate Change

Fig.3 – Temperature Rise Evident by Land
Temperature Anomaly [6]

Fig.4 – Wildfire Risk [7]

↑ Fig.6 - Tsunami and Earthquake Frequency [9]
← Fig.5 - Desertification Risk [8]

3) Ecological Healt

2 Human Healt
2)

Fig.7 – Food Scarcity Risk [10]

Fig.10 – Degradation Categorized by
Weathering Agent [13]

Fig.8 – Water Scarcity Risk [11]
[11

Fig.11 – Erosion Risk as a Percentage of Total
Area [14]

Fig.9 – Percentage of the Population with
Access to Basic Sanitation Services [12]
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to have rapidly deployable responses.
ThesPOD redevelopmenttool kitcontains 12
fundamental attributes that both respond to
living systemsand the eeconomic
conomic context
outlined above. Theattributes embedded within
sPOD’sbasic building block also attempts to
respond to six (6) building system protocols: do
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categoriess create generic typologies for
redevelopment as these sets of kits respond to
differenceswhere the user sees strategic
advantages (i.e.,shelter verses furniture or
setting up sustainable food system verses the
basic mobility need of moving materials).All of
these are programmed within the AI
AI-mapped
mapped
context AR-instruction
instruction icon and result in a DIY
crowd sharing results environment.

Fig.12 – sPOD Leg Configuration [5]

Fig.14 – sPOD Family as Interacting Field Matrix [5]

users that inform and improve the system over
time (see the training section).
section)
Similar to the Swiss Army knife,there are
twelvecontext derived tools that can be
combined with not only each other, but with a
specially imbedded kit tailored to varying
conditions. Together these basic parts, when
combined with the embedded tailored kit,
create a myriad of options. These special
attachmentsare programmed to be stored
within the delivered module sets (i.e., shelter,
landscape, mobility) and create a set of 65+
possibilities emanating from these
combinations. The basic human need

Setting up a comprehensive field matrix that
embodies the entirety of the spod building
system
Due to the complexity of the task before us, we
have created a tracking and management tool
borrowed from field ecologists, planners, and
environmentally conscious manufacturers
referred to as an interactive field matrix that
ideally correlates any one fac
facet of the
sPODbuilding system to all other facets.
This Field Matrix containssix (6) separate but
interrelated matrices as follows: 1) Context; 2)
Basic Module; 3) Shelter/Interior; 4)
Landscape/Infrastructure; 5) Mobility; and 6)
Re-sourcing.
sourcing. The latter supports the whole
concept of a circular economy
economy.
Together, these can be folded to create a 4
4dimensional cube whose interior hypothetically
represents how the interaction of all six (6)
criteria intersect in what can become a
mathematically rigorous repr
representation
esentation of all
fields within the system. The cube also
represents the fact that Resourcing “end of life”
actually ends up being resupplying from the
standpoint of feeding back informationally as

Fig.13 – sPOD AR – AI – DIY System [5]

Training depends on potentialneeds by both it
yourself, design for disassembly, design for
reuse, design for manufacturing, design for
environment, and the Health Product
Declaration. people under stress within diverse
sets of environments. An ARprogrammed
instructional manual is triggered through the
cloud viaimage recognition software that can be
downloaded to any smart phone. This image
recognition is focused onto anicondepicted on
every sPOD component. This action triggers
the screen to show all areas of possible uses as
well as an instruction manual of how to get
started. Once one of these use areas is chosen
with no hierarchy of need indicated, meaning
that in some situations furniture might be
needed before shelter, the user can then
proceed to take action. Figure 13 depicts this
type of interface between both ansPOD
component and sPOD users using the global
cloud storage system.
The tools within the sPOD toolkit therefore
meet a set of criteria that reflect our experience
with addressing global challenges as well as
practical construction criteria based on a
acknowledgeof best practices in the field
gleaned from some 45 years of field
experience.This training aspect
aspect of
sPODpossesses an inbuilt feedback system from
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Fig.15 Specification of the sPOD Interacting Field Matrix [5]
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well as practically into the first field (i.e.,
context).
Figures 14 and 15 summarize this sPOD Field
Matrix, at first generally and then in sufficient
detail that one understands major and minor
components of the entire system.

within the BFDG. We are also grateful for the
great work by our interns Brittany Faulkner
and Clay Stocker.
Stocker. Figures 16, 17, and 18 are a
result of interest from representatives of the
military and the ARK team to both improve
internal operations and to leave a repair
scenario to assist people in war torn regions of
the world.
world
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